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 IF RAISING THERE HOME WILL BLOCK THE VIEW OF OTHER HOMES, THIS SHOULD 
BE RECONSIDERED.  THIS SHOULD ALSO BE A TEMPORARY AMENDMENT AND 
THE WORK MUST BE COMPLETED BY A PARTICULAR TIME FRAME 

 Everyone has known the Army Corps of Engineers' plan for the dunes, including the 
dimensions.  Those who have raised and rebuilt their homes already have done so abiding 
by the current rule.  Changing it now is another example of accommodating a select few.   

 Do not allow for this change.  Eventually, the dunes will shrink over time due to gravity, 
snow, wind and people will adjust.  Do not change the rule. 

 I agree if all the homes on the beach front agree to raise their homes. Our ocean front will 
look ridiculous if only a few houses are raised. They will be like pillars in the sky 

 This should have been allowed by our association when everyone was rebuilding.  We all 
had to adhere to all the rules then and should continue now.  It's not fair to ppl who rebuilt 
and elevated and could have done this when they rebuilt and now it would be an added 
expense.  

 Vote NO. Rules are rules and apply to all. Unfair to those who already built & asked to go 
higher & were denied. If I wanted an effective 2 story community I would have bought in 
Chadwick. This is an end run around Deed Restrictions. Change OB3 for safety reasons 
only not for this. If you feel you must compromise because this is being led by John then 
ocean front only. Under no circumstances change the character of the entire community 
because a few can’t see the beach. 

 how about power right away? 

 Absolutely not.  Beach front properties have already violated setbacks.  The rule states 
ALL.  No exceptions.  Where do you draw the line?   We vote NO 

 We feel the rule to not be able to add a second floor even though the elevation with the 
second story may be  not a high as home with higher elevation  makes no sense at all 

 Did the 2nd two rows  off the beach have an ocean view before the new dunes?  If not, then 
they should not be elevated.  I would vote yes on the beachfront propert only. 

 This proposed amendment should be voted down by the board. It is absolutely unfair to 
change this rule for a subset of the community. Even if it was amended for all - that's a slap 
in the face to homeowners who rebuilt to code and OB rules after Sandy. I hope the board 
does not cave to pressure from certain homeowners. I purchased in OB3 because of these 
rules and I will do everything I can to preserve the unique atmosphere of Ocean Beach. 

 no changes to the height requirement.  keep what's unique about OB3 and do not try to 
become chadwick with everyone one in each others shadows.  Some of us are still bitter 
over the lowering of the BFE and the Board reversal 4 years later.  Let the community come 
together rather than create another divisive issue. 

 I would like the club to do a study on what it  would take to lower the dune.I can not imagine 
what the cottages would look like twelve to fifteen feet high!!!!!! Lower the dune!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 And change the rule on dog walking, put up poop bag holders.  Most places in the world are 
pet friendly.  Let’s get with the times.  Please don’t tell me dogs make a mess when I’ve 
seen humans at Ocean Beach do worse. 

 OB3 rules seem to vary based on where in the community your home is. The bayside (OB4) 
has rules that apply only to them. The heart of the community, the middle blocks, never get 
any special consideration. 
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 For most people this is their happy place. They have worked very hard to get here and 
dreamed about it most of their lives. So, whatever the reason is,  wether it's to maintain a 
beautiful view or have a little less worry when the next storm comes, let people be happy in 
their happy place. 

 I would like to know, if the dunes are considered to be permanent in high? erosion being a 
substantial factor these days. If not, is it something that we have to maintain on a yearly 
bases?or is this maintained by Toms River township? I believe that rules should apply to all 
as a whole. We are considered to be one and governed by one body. If a change is made it 
should apply to all, NOT a specific group or row of homes. Regards, Ken Arango 

 Amend for the first row only. It doesn't really effect behind the first row of houses. 

 It’s too early to begin this effort. Dunegrass wiil be planted, etc. Wait for now. Possibly allow 
the ext 4 feet for “new construction” only for now.  

 By allowing an additional 4 ft. of elevation to the entire community will be an asset to these 
homes.  Extra storage space, parking, etc. will add value to the homes.  I hope people vote 
in this favor. 

 We should be able to raise our houses so that the space under the house is usable not as 
living space but should allow at least 8 feet of height with room for plumbing and a flat 
ceiling. We should consider a total house height where if you are under 15 feet to the ridge 
beam (most original houses) that you should be able to use the footage for the lower area. 

 The first 3 rows are situated upon a natural dune 14' elevation, above floods, and then the 
prior Board approved +4bfe to them for uniformity in Club codes with all lower lots.   If the 
current board approves +8, then it should be applied to ALL OB3 lots going forward!  Not 
that I'm for such change, see Chadwick for visual impacts of height with same narrow 
roads. There is no loss of value due to restricted view, the govt just protected your property 
from the rising sea! 

 If you give an inch they will ask for a mile next! 

 The houses are already high enough.  The community is losing it's charm, as the heights of 
the houses increase. 

 I see no problem with elevation of the homes. We are all there to enjoy and be happy at the 
beach. The folks that are beachfront especially. They purchased the property for the view 
and it was just taken away from them.  

 Also provides for more under house shaded activity 

 NO, NO, NO   These are on Leased Land, only the McDonough family will benefit. 

 Our primary objection to this amendment is allowing the few to build their homes higher to 
their benefit while adversely impacting the many by having significantly higher homes thus 
blocking sky and air space.     

 We don’t Want to look like Chadwick Beach or others. This is why we purchased in OB3 & 
our home is among the first 3 rows. Not fair for people who already raised to the allowed 
height. I can’t believe this is even  being discussed !! 

 Many of the new houses are being built well above their ABFE's. It seems each new one is 
built higher than neighboring houses. If the owners of the first three rows of houses want 
longer staircases, it makes sense to allow it. If I had a beachfront home, I'd want to see the 
water, too.  

 What is everyone wanted to raise their home for a better view. The way the community 
looks now with all the different heights is a mouth with bad teeth 
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 History: Many of us argued changed circumstance for many rules when re building and 
were fought by the club, the club attorney and developer. We built to the specifications that 
didn’t give us the best value of our homes and now that the developer would like to raise his 
homes, the rules should change so he can be higher and more valued than all else? What 
happened to community scheme? I guess that’s changed too now?  This will be challenged 
in court most definitely.    

 OBIII already looks like a crazy quilt with all the different heights.  This rule will only make it 
worse.   Also, all those ocean front homes are already so high that they can't be used by 
people in wheelchairs or who are otherwise disabled.  This will only preclude them from 
access to additional OBIII homes.   

 When does the nonsense end, if we amend this rule now what happens in the future when 
something else unforeseen happens, amend it again.  

 We do not want Rule 5C changed - afraid precedent could be set and we feel the dunes are 
for the good of the whole community.  Thank You  

 There has been no discussion that I have seen, about being able to keep the dunes at the 
as-built height.  Without this ability, the dunes will grow over time, leading to the same 
situation at a later date.  The additional height will also require a longer staircase to get into 
the house taking up additional driveway or patio space. 

 If homes are raised it will negatively impact the view of the remaining properties. I do not 
want to be penalized for the convenience of  others. I purchased a bungalow in OB3 
because I did not want the uncontrolled vertical environment typical of Chadwick.  

 We bought and live in OB3 for a reason -  the history, charm and uniformity of houses.   I 
think the association has done a wonderful job managing this, while updating the safety and 
design, but we shouldn't do anything else.   We don't want to be Chadwick! 

 I thought originally we were talking only about the oceanfront homes.  Not sure how much 
the third row back could see before the dunes. 

 The time to have done this was when people were raising their houses. This would have 
been included in the original cost by Fema. This would now include an additional cost for 
those who already raised their houses. This should include every one and will make us look 
like any community 

 absolutely no 

 I feel that it would be a safety factor to raise these homes another 4 feet.  It would be very 
unfair to the rest of the community. It would be a disappointment for those who have raised 
and could have used the extra 4 feet of head room under their homes.   

 Please try to not change rule 5C as I feel this will cause other individules or groups to insist 
there request is also necessary. No proof of this all speculation at this point.  

 I would vote for the first row only to be raised if that was an option.  
 
Thank You,  

 We heard about this back in October and several houses on Seaview are already being 
raised. How did that happen? Apparently, someone must have given them permission. This 
is how problems start. If your going change the rule it should be the same for everyone.  

 Would support an amendment for ocean front only 
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 Actually we agree with none of the choices above.  Don't understand why the third row 
needs this amendment.  Also seems no matter what not everyone will always be happy.  
The dunes will take a great deal to get used to and they don't effect just the houses directly 
on the beach.  All members are effected.   

 And allow addition bedrooms/ living space.  Our view on the bay is also obstructed by the 
giant houses on Chadwick Island and I’m sure the houses that border Chadwick beach 
have obstructed views by their 3 story houses as well.  It is time to allow Ocean beach to 
start building as other communities are to keep our property values in line with the rest of 
the barrier island 

 don't want OB to turn in to Chadwick.....the current up and down is bad enough and already 
changing the look of OB 

 If you let the Oceanfront properties do it ..the rest of the community will go before you to 
raise their homes also  trust me ...NO NO NO NO    these people just want everything 
selfish.......Never let anyone in the community go up that high   they just want to change 
Ocean Beach 3   selfish.... 

 we should be looking into adjusting the size of dunes instead of raising houses to see over 
them, since they are so overly done. It is extremely difficult to get on and off the beach with 
them at this height.  

 With some houses not  raised , some raised 4 feet , now if you let them raise  additional 4 
feet the place will look like a joke . Do not amend Rule 5C maybe all you need to do is lower 
the dune 3-4 feet . 

 The rule was made for a reason. This is a self serving change for the wrong reason.  

 This shouldn't even be discussed until at least a year has passed and we have a better 
understanding of what the longterm effects of the new dunes will be. 

 Decks for houses on the water, or a lagoon, the set back should also be amended to read 5 
feet instead of 10 feet from the bulkhead, without having to obtain a variance 

 YOU would not allow us to go higher in the first place! You should have listen then...now 
you live with it! We fought tooth and nail just to get the 4 feet! Once you have your piles 
driven you cannot go higher. Thanks for nothing! Not only that these house will then cast a 
shadow on the beach! I want sun not shadow! 

 A rule change for the few ocean front.  Absolutely not 

 As a owner of 2 homes we are appalled that the landscape continues to be changed from 
the quaint town it was when we purchased. This is OB3 not OB1.    

 The Board of Trustee at the time of the development of rule 5C had to argue with the 
developer for an additional 2 feet of freeboard to give us the current 4’ of freeboard.  Mr. 
McDonough should have had the vision to give all members the option to go an additional 
6-8 feet.  The homes that were impacted by the storm and have already rebuilt to the 
current 5C standard will be penalized for following the rules should this amendment pass. 

 I was on an Ocean front deck and can see the ocean just fine. They will no longer have 
umbrellas & people blocking their view. The trees on the Bay side block the view for 
residents, drivers and pedestrians. Keep OB3 from looking like OB1 and Chadwick. 

 While height elevations were restricted to keep a uniform look in the community it is obvious 
after seeing elevated homes rebuilt, the beauty of the community remains and is in fact 
improved.  
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 I URGE THE BOARD TO DO THE RIGHT THING FOR MEMBERSHIP IN GENERAL - 
VOTE NO ! 

 Absolutely do NOT amend rule 5C.  There is no data to back up the claim that homes will 
lose value. Stop trying to appease a few and think of general membership. If you decide to 
amend rule 5c, you will be opening the flood gates for future selfish requests. 

 This wouldn't even be an issue if it wasn't submitted by John McDonough.   Maybe I should 
be permitted to raise mine to  height of 7 stories so I can see ocean . 

 Mr.  mcDoughna only only allows changes that benefit him.  

 Go on a deck of a house on the ocean front, you can still see the ocean Just fine 100%  But 
you can’t see people on the beach.  I love the privacy now afforded to me while sitting on 
the beach. So two houses would go up higher and then be subject to wind and wind gusts.  
Kind of defeats the reason for the Dunes.  Also no survey or statistics are available to 
indicate loss of income.   

 how would this additional 4ft be obtained on houses already raised? 

 Don’t like all or nothing approach to question. OK raising first and second blocks only -is 
there some middle ground (extra 2 feet) that works. Been on decks of 1st block and can still 
see the water. 2nd row can do rooftop decks. I would vehemently oppose the extra footage 
across the entire community and I have a middle block house. It’s not needed and would 
take away from some of the beauty of OB3 -would look more like Chadwick which we 
avoided buying in 8 years ago.  

 This is truly unfair.  

 I live on the boat basin.  How come I can't have a deck on my roof to see the views of the 
open bay.  How come I couldn't extend my deck 5 years ago off of my landing to see the 
views of the bay, yet you changed the rules 3 years later.  No one should get special 
treatment in this club...  as I have been told.... "the rules are the rules" and if don't like it I 
should move.   

 The layout and appeal of the community is already impacted by the heights of homes. 
Having the homes within few blocks before the ocean changes it even more.  Sadly, the 
look has changed already. Don't change it more. 

 Only amend for beach front property. 

 if the beach area can raise, so can everyone else 

 We believe the rule should be ocean front only. If the rules are changed otherwise then 
property owners will try to amend rules again to add a level to the cottages and the unit will 
look like Chadwick. A MESS. 

 I have 2 homes in OB#3 and closing on a 3rd next month. If you change the rule for a few, it 
should apply to ALL.  

 Would have to know safety of extending  piling 

 They are ocean front houses not ocean view houses. 

 Shouldn't this read "do not amend" Rule 5C? 

 Our homes in the community are a substantial investment and ocean front homeowners 
should be allowed to see the ocean.  However,  it is only fair to the rest of the community 
that they be afforded the same privileges.  A higher home in our community will have more 
value due to the added safety and space it provides. To allow only a certain portion of the 
community that benefit would be an injustice.  Sincerely, Arthur Simonson  
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 I feel everyone should have the opportunity not just first 3 rows. Thank u 

 I oppose the proposed amendment 

 Sorry about your loss of a view ,what about all the people that just rebuilt and were denied, 
absolutely not ,!!! Us included on being denied.. can't change the rules after half the people 
rebuilt.. 

 IT should not be changed , here we go again . We had enough trouble in the past with 
special privileged ocean front homes !!! Those on the board who own and that will benefit 
by the change in the rules should EXCUSE themselves from the discussions . No 
exceptions should be made . Lets not take a step back to the " good old days with the good 
old boys rules " It cost the club members a fortune to fix it , lets not start again . john arout 

 Rule should be for everybody.  Many in the ocean or middle blook where prohibited from 
raising sufficiently to make usable space under their house.  Why should special treatment 
be just given to the first three rows?  What is fair for a few should be fair for all.   

 The raising of homes was to ensure against flooding it is not to ensure a view if you change 
the rule and something changes or they end up in the future increasing the hieght of the 
dune then are you going to go back again and amend the rule to go even higher it already is 
ruined the area with all the different hieghts in the name of flooding ,but to make even more 
differences in the excuse of a view is wrong 

 If the board were to amend the rule than it should apply to the entire community. What is 
good for one should be good for all. Otherwise it should remain the same.  

 If you allow the near-ocean houses to be raised then all should be allowed 

 All of the owners who spent thousands of $$$ to conform to the current rule, would have 
loved to have built higher...  Now the rules change and they take the hit?!!  Ridiculous!!  
Who wouldn't want to have more space under their house?  Why not change more rules 
and allow everyone to park under their houses!  It's a slippery slope! 

 The uniformity that used to be, and mostly still is, is one of the things that make OBIII 
special. The race to the sky is making this community less attractive as time goes on - more 
and more is becoming a jumble of differeng heights snd designs. 

 This only benefits the people on the ocean.  I can't see the beach from my house either.  
The club wouldn't let me raise my house 4'-0" for safety/flooding reasons, about 12 years 
ago. 

 If everyone keeps doing whatever they want we will have another Chadwick. 

 I hold no grudges. Moving forward let people do what they need to do. 

 What about construction that takes away people’s view of the boat basin. There is a 
monstrosity being developed beyond the footprint of the structure on west sandpiper.  

 I understand that the ocean front lost their view but three streets back didn’t. It’s only fair to 
the whole community to allow the additional 4 feet. This should be brought to a vote for the 
whole membership, not just the board as it effects the whole community! Thank you! 

 I remember when no cars were to put under elevated houses 

 Would consider if its deemed the extra 4 feet is more a means of added flood protection 
based on experts outside board which should then be adjusted for all. This would be 
something as noted with sea levels rising within the future years. This should be the bases 
not a view, you will have everyone then trying to determine what is meant by a "view". 
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 Can not discriminate. Limiting to first 3 rows does not serve the entire community. It should 
be for no one or for everyone. 

 The Zones do not make any sense.    Elevate to make your house save.   

 If you increase the additional 4 ft you should change the 15 ft to allow more storage and 
better access to utility  

 I wanted to go higher to give me more space under my house I was told no, rules can’t be 
changed for a few  

 Law Suits will be filed if you discriminate between the entire community and the first three 
rows off the beach. Either change for entire community or do not amend 5C. You will be 
opening up a can of worms if you amend rules for only the first three rows. 

 Too late - community should have thought about this a long time ago.  And what about the 
trees on the Bayside that obstruct views of bay????  Should we allow them to go 30 feet 
above bfe? 

 It's very unfortunate for those who already raised their houses though and weren't allowed 
to go higher. 

 Rebuilt under old rules and now  find I must at considerable expense elevate my current 
dwelling to the new height to avoid possible flood damage . I realize that is for a better view 
on the Ocean,but  in the  coming years  the elevated height may save their houses from 
damage as I wish I would have been able to do. Let everybody have the option to raise to 
the current Toms River Standards. Let our home owners be safe and enjoy the view.   

 What about the homes on Tuna, Osprey and others on ocean side there are no rows except 
for the ocean front homes? 

 it is not ok for members to ask for rules to be changed for their personal satisfaction.The 
rest of us has adjusted to the new look and so should they or find a new beach to call 
home. not about their view its their property value they are worried about. Half of them are 
not there in the summer but worried about not getting their house rented due to the view. 
We all had our views changed with houses raised around us and you dont hear us asking 
for rule changes. 

 This would be inconsistent to those that already built in conformity of the existing rule.  It 
also impacts uniformity of the community. 

 The reason the association has made the rule is for flood insurance purposes. We all 
agreed that we didnt want the community to look like OB2 with highly elevated property and 
this is very unfair to others that wanted higher homes and went through 1000 of dollars in 
expenses to do so in accordance with all bylaws. All beach communities have high dunes 
now. They all still see the ocean unless they were not raised yet.  

 Amend Rule 5C: there will be an impact to renters that will then impact rates for ALL homes 
in the community. 
 
 
 
There is no reason to delay decision-making.  Time is of the essence.  Please resolve this 
matter in an open, transparent, and timely manner.  Thank you, Board of Trustees, for your 
understanding and desire to hear from the community you represent. 
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 The previous Board approved rule #5C to apply EQUALLY to ALL members. The fact that 
some houses are higher (from the ground elevation) than others is due to the ABFE at their 
location. Changing the rule to only the first three rows would unfairly benefit (both physically 
and MONETARILY) a select group of members. Either leave the rule as is, or apply it 
EQUALLY to all Club Members ! 

 I would only agree if it was for the entirety of the whole community.  Allowing this for only 
the first 3-rows is not fair for others who may also want to raise their houses in the future to 
stay out of any potential flooding danger and to also be able to utilize the space under their 
raised house. 

 We are spending lots of money to have our house elevated now and we could not get an 
additional 6".  It seems unfair to deny us 6" but now because views are lost you are thinking 
of changing the rules. Plus if the rules change it would be too late for us. This is totally 
unacceptable.  

 Both the size of the houses and the close proximity preclude going any higher in our opinion 

 Only first two rows . Third row never saw the beach  no need two elevate 

 I would vote for allowing the first 2  rows to restore their view with the guarantee no other 
oceanside rows would be allowed.  Unfortunately, I think someone in row 3 or 4 would feel 
this is not fair to them & soon many could be raised. Cottages that high ruin the charm of 
OB3. When they are that high they create much more shade, block breezes & a lower 
neighboring cottage's view.  

 It is now more than 6 years after Sandy, and most homeowners have made the decision to 
rebuild above the BFE at great expense.  The 4+ rule has been uniformly applied through 
out the community.  It would be patently unfair for a small number of owners to now have 
the ability to build higher.   Applying an amended rule throughout the community is 
meaningless as few will have the ability to take advantage of change. 
 
 

 i believe as a community, we should wait to see where we are after a full summer/storm 
season, and after the vegetation is planted to make a determination. and when we do, it 
should apply to all of OB3.  

 Yes but only the ocean front.  By doing the other two streets and maybe only a few people 
going up 4ft the area will begin to look out of proportion looking something like Chadwick 
beach does now. 

 Really not fair to those residents who quickly repaired their home already based on the 
rules.  

 Make it a vote for the entire community not just the board amending the rule if it comes 
down to that. 

 I think restoring the view will allow the property values to remain high and benefit the entire 
community. I am afraid renters will move to other areas where they can see the water. 

 Decks of beach front houses are about the dune height. Ocean view is still there. ABFE at 
beach is already higher than most of community. Include actual ABFE at ground level of 
beach front homes in debate. For years after Sandy we heard of violations of rules at beach 
front homes. Enough!! 
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 Not fair to people who already rebuilt following the existing rule. Their houses would now be 
worth less than someone who goes higher and has more space for parking or entertaining 
under the house. No one should be penalized for following the existing rule. 

 a rule for the few is not consistent with the rest of the community 

 This would benefit the entire community. The value of homes elevated high enough to 
create usable outdoor space under the home is substantial. My guess is that it would add 
additional value of 50,000 
 
Dollars to a home  by having additional outdoor living space and/or storage beneath the 
home. Recent sales of such home are available to document the increased value. Our 
entire community becomes more valuable and more desirable to buyers if this option 
becomes available. 

 Selected properties should not receive preferential treatment.  Only certain properties can 
have roof top decks.  We continue to create rules that make have-s/have-nots.  This will be 
pushed through to appease select homeowners while failing to address the broader issue of 
zoning and height requirements.  All of the lawsuits are indicative that something is wrong 
with the broader rules.  I selected option 3 but the choice I really wanted wasn't listed. 

 Enough is enough. We all built according to the Boards guidelines. To change those 
guidelines now is totally unfair. You will seriously devalue the already rebuilt BFE PLUS 4 
houses if you change the rule. Please don't do it. How about rooftop decks for the 
oceanfront houses?   

 I am sick and tired of rules being changed to suit a sect few!! If they dont lime the view they 
should move!! What about all the houses on Seaview that were screwed?? REALLY STOP 
THE BULLSHIT  

 Legally unsound proposal. As written, Rule 5C is intended to allow residents to mitigate 
residential flooding and thereby realize reduced flood insurance premiums by raising their 
homes. By virtue of an increased dune height and depth, these residences are actually in 
less danger of flooding, not more, so the amendment makes no sense. The rule does not 
speak to resident views. 

 If changed it should apply to the entire communty. 

 I think it will create issues for people  living near bay views that become obstructed down 
the road for whatever reason and if denied would open a new stream of possible legal 
action that is not necessary  

 no, this was denied for previous construction and should not be altered now after the other 
homes complied 

 All homes should be of the same height on the oceanfront. There are those homes that 
never were raised 
 
& still enjoy their views. Let's not get into homes that have automatic jacking up/down as 
the dunes increase or decrease with the shifting sands? Hope all oceanfront homes have 
good insurance when home owners/friends or renters fall off their decks trying to see the 
horizon after a few cups of overjoyment!  

 John McDonough 

 There will be a negative impact to home values if the oceanfront does not raise. We think if 
one section of the community can raise, then everyone should be able to. 

 Thank you to the New Board for reaching out to the entire Community for their input and 
opinion. Hopefully everyone will respond.  
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 Everyone in the community has altered views because of the new dunes. They protect our 
homes. If we start making these houses even higher they will dwarf the rest of the 
community and we will lose our uniformity  

 Folks not impacted by the dunes view obstruction should not be impacted or allowed to 
raise further.  This would cause a disparity in building heights for other houses without 
Ocean View.        

 We have set rules in the community that we all adhere to .  Do not thing they should be 
granted special privileges bc of sand.  We can all make excuses as to why we think we 
should be an exception.. not agreeable to them going up higher  

 This would increase the value of everyone’s house. 

 My fear is that if we amend the rule for the dunes, others will want it for their view of the bay 
and other views as well. We should be consistent to all homeowners beachfront or other.  

 The third row never really had a view, the second row only water view from rooftop deck.    
 


